
ASSIGNMENT 4

Working for a travel agent company “JetAgent”

COMP-202B, Winter 2012, All Sections

Due: April 16th, 2012 (23:30)

Please read the entire pdf before starting.

You must do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you must follow all the general
instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of the value
of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations. These regulations are posted
on the course website. Be sure to read them before starting.

Question 1: 24 points
Question 2: 20 points
Question 3: 24 points
Question 4: 32 points
Question 5: 0 points

100 points total

Your code must at least compile with the test cases. If your code compiles with the test cases but
does not pass all the test cases, you will lose some points on the question, but it will be penalized as in other
mistakes–that is, you’ll lose a few points for the specific cases it fails, but that will be all. However, you’ll
lose significant points if it does not compile with the test cases since in this case your code would not have
passed any test cases. The reason for this requirement is the test cases will make things much easier for the
TAs to grade. If your code doesn’t even run with the test cases then it is difficult to grade. If you are
having trouble getting your code to compile with the test cases, please see an instructor or a
TA and they will help you!

It is very important that you follow the directions as closely as possible. The directions, while
perhaps tedious, are designed to make it as easy as possible for the TAs to mark the assignments by letting
them run your assignment through automated tests. While these tests will not determine your entire grade,
it will speed up the process significantly, which will allow the TAs to provide better feedback and not waste
time on administrative details. Plus, if the TA is in a good mood while he or she is grading, then that
increases the chance of them giving out partial marks :)

A starter code snippet is provided (JetAgent.java) and you must use it for your implementation.
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Part 1: Introduction

Congratulations! You just got a new job as a programmer for a travel agent company called “JetAgent” that
provides services to book rentals of private jets departing from Montreal to places of interest all over the
world. The rented private jet can depart at any time the customer desires, as part of a luxurious customer
convenience package.

The way the travel agency operates is as follows. Firstly, it finds a list of private jet rental airlines that
operate flights to and from Montreal. Secondly, for each airline, it records the cheapest jet rentals departing
from Montreal to a number of places in the world. Thirdly, it maintains and periodically updates the list
of airlines and the associated cheap rentals per airline in a computer program. Whenever a customer wants
to book a jet to a specific destination, a staff of the agency will submit a query to the computer program
which returns the jet with the cheapest rental price.

You are hired because the old version of the computer program becomes rather outdated and the manager
expects you to make a new and better one in a short time. As a new worker, you do want to impress your
boss. So you decide to work diligently, step-by-step, and deliver the best result on each step generating a
program is sound and bug-free. Oh, one last thing to mention, you are a java programmer and that’s also
why the boss hires you: he wants the program to be portable across different platforms (Windows, Macs,
Linux) and java fits this requirement nicely.

The clock is ticking, the boss is waiting; there is no time to waste. Let’s get started!

Part 2: Questions

1. (24 points) Define classes.

• Define a class called JetRecord to hold jet rental records from various airline companies. The class
contains three private properties, String airline, String destination, and int rentalPrice.
Provide getters for these properties (getters should be named as getAirline, getDestination,
and getRentalPrice), and a constructor that takes as input two Strings and one int to set the
three properties. (6 points)

• Define a class called DestinationRecord. The class contains two private properties, String name,
and int count. Each DestinationRecord object holds two pieces of information about a destina-
tion: the name of the destination, and the count of the total number of jet records containing
the destination. Provide getters to these properties (getters should be named as getName, and
getCount), a constructor that takes as input a String name to initialize the name of the destina-
tion, and two public methods, one called incrementCount and the other called decrementCount,
with no parameter and no return value, to increment/decrement the count by 1 each time the
corresponding method is called. (10 points)

• Define a class called JetAgent. This class is the main class for your program for the JetA-
gent company. It contains a private final static property int MAX DESTINATION holding the
maximum number of different destinations that the rental jets can reach, a private property
ArrayList<JetRecord> jetRentals holding all the jet rental records, and a private property
DestinationRecord[] destinations holding the count of jet records to all the different des-
tinations. More specifically, MAX DESTINATION is initialized to be 100 because we assume that the
total number of different destinations never exceed 100; the destinations array should be defined
and initialized to hold MAX DESTINATION number of different destinations. Write a constructor

that takes no parameters to initialize the jetRentals ArrayList and the destinations array. (8 points)
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2. (20 points) For class JetAgent,

• Write a public method addJetRecord that takes as input a JetRecord record, inserts the jet record
into the jetRentals ArrayList, and updates DestinationRecord[] destinations, with no return

value. If the destination contained in JetRecord record is not part of DestinationRecord[]

destinations, then you should create a new DestinationRecord object and insert the object into
the array; if the destination is already part of it, then you should increment the count of the existing
one. (8 points)

Hint : DestinationRecord[] destinations may have null elements indicating that there are
no other destination records beyond the index of the null element. For example, if destinations[50]
== null, then we are sure that destinations[51] == null, destinations[52] == null, etc. To insert a
new object into the array, traverse the array from index 0 to index i where destinations[i] == null,
and insert the new object at index i.

• Write a public method deleteJetRecord that takes as input a String airline and a String

destination, deletes the matching jet record (if found) in the jetRentals ArrayList, and updates
the destination record count in the destinations array, with no return value. (6 points)

• Write a main method that instantiates a JetAgent object and allows users to add new jet records or
delete existing jet records by typing the needed information. Add try...catch exception handling
statements to your main method, such that if any exception occurs (for example, when an int is
expected from the user, he types a String), a stack trace would be printed. (6 points)

3. (24 points) For class JetAgent,

• Write a public static method called searchCheapestJetsByDestination. The method takes as
input an ArrayList<JetRecord> list, a String destination, and returns a JetRecord, the
cheapest jet record for the specific destination. If no match is found, return null. If there are more
than one matching records (for example, there are 4 jet records with the same cheapest rental price),
only return one arbitrary jet record (choose any 1 out of the 4 matching records in the example
case). (12 points)

• Write a public static method called searchCheapestJet that takes as input an ArrayList<JetRecord>

list and returns a JetRecord with the cheapest rental price (if there are more than one jet records
of the same cheapest price, return any one of them). You are required to use recursion in this
method. The idea is to call the searchCheapestJet method recursively, each time passing in an
ArrayList of JetRecord that contains one element fewer. More specifically, you need to do the fol-
lowing: check the total number of elements in the ArrayList list; if the total number of elements
is one or two, return the record with the cheapest price; if the total number is more than two, use
the remove(0) method of ArrayList class to remove the first element from jetRecords and compare
it with the return value of calling the searchCheapestJet method on the remaining elements of
the ArrayList list. (12 points)

Caveat : For this recursive method, you must create a temporary JetRecord variable to hold
the removed element from the ArrayList. After the recursive call, you must add the removed
element back into the ArrayList by calling add(0, yourTemporaryJetRecordVariable). This is
because each time remove(0) is called, the first element will be removed from the ArrayList, and
because ArrayList is a reference type, the removed element will be missing from the input Ar-
rayList, resulting in unpredictable side-effects and preventing a re-run of this method again (the
original ArrayList is already near empty after one call of the method since its elements are re-
moved). Your mark will be deducted if the input ArrayList is changed after the recursive method
searchCheapestJet returns.
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4. (32 points) For class JetAgent,

• Write a public static method called searchMostValuableAirline that takes as input an ArrayList<JetRecord>

list, a DestinationRecord[] destinations, and returns a String for the name of the airline.
This method is used to find the airline offering the most number of cheapest jet rentals to differ-
ent destinations. In other words, for each destination in the destinations array with count > 0,
find the airline that offers the cheapest rental (by calling the searchCheapestJetsByDestination

method). After all the destinations are iterated over, return the name of the airline that offers the
most number of cheapest jet rentals. We call this airline the “most valuable airline”. (12 points)

• Optimizing code to make it more efficient by designing better data structures and algorithms is an
important research area in computer science. In fact, the searchMostValuableAirline method is
not efficient because for each destination, you have to traverse all the elements in the ArrayList. Now
you can have a taste of how to design a better data structure to make searchMostValuableAirline
run more efficiently.

The general idea is simple: we index the jet records by destination! In other words, we create
an ArrayList of ArrayList<JetRecord>, i.e. ArrayList<ArrayList<JetRecord>>; each element of
the outer ArrayList points to an inner ArrayList containing jet records only to one specific desti-
nation. If this new data structure is in place, for each destination, we only need to iterate over a
small number of jet records to find the airline that offers the cheapest rental. The savings in time
and computational resources may be huge if we have a large number of jet records in the ArrayList.

This task is not as difficult as it may seem; all we need to do next are as follows:

– Add a private property, ArrayList<ArrayList<JetRecord>> destinationIndex, to class Je-
tAgent; add the initialization of destinationIndex to the constructor of JetAgent class. (4
points)

– Write a public method addJetRecordToDestinationIndex that takes as input a JetRecord

variable, and adds the jet record to destinationIndex, with no return value. This method
adds the jet record to the destinationIndex. (4 points)

– Write a public static method called searchMostValuableAirlineByIndex. This method takes
as input an ArrayList<ArrayList<JetRecord>> destinationIndex, and returns a String

for the name of the airline. In this method, you should iterate over destinationIndex, and for
each destination, go to the corresponding ArrayList and find the jet record with the cheapest
price (by calling the searchCheapestJetsByDestination method). After all the destinations
are traversed, return the name for the most valuable airline. (12 points)

5. (0 points) For class JetAgent,

• Write a public method called addJetRecordToDestinationIndexNew that takes as input a JetRecord
record and adds the jet record to destinationIndex, with no return value. This method should
guarantee that the jet records in the destinationIndex are sorted by price in ascending order (a
jet record with a smaller index has a rental price not higher than an jet record with a larger index)
before and after inserting the new jet record element.

Hint: because destinationIndex is built incrementally (from 0 jet record to many jet record-
s), you can make sure that the jet records are always sorted by price when there is only one jet
record, and then two records, and then three records, etc.; each time when you add a new jet record,
iterate from the end of the ArrayList until you find a jet record with a rental price less than or
equals to the price in the new jet record to be inserted.

• Write a public method deleteJetRecordFromDestinationIndex that takes as input a String

airline and a String destination, deletes the matching jet record (if found) in the destina-
tionIndex, updates the destinationIndex, with no return value.
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• Write a public static method called searchMostValuableAirlineByIndexFaster that takes as
input the sorted destinationIndex, and returns the name of the airline.

• Prepare a large number of jet records. Run searchMostValuableAirline, searchMostValuableAirlineByIndex,
and searchMostValuableAirlineByIndexFaster. Compare the time each method spent on get-
ting the result, and feel the difference and importance of using a properly suited data structure in
solving specific problems. If the difference is unclear, increase the number of jet records.

In fact, searchMostValuableAirline iterates through (total number of different destinations * to-
tal number of jet records); searchMostValuableAirlineByIndex iterates through (1 * total number
of jet records); and searchMostValuableAirlineByIndexFaster iterates through (total number of
different destinations * 1) number of jet records. Therefore, searchMostValuableAirlineByIndexFaster
brings the most savings, especially if there are a huge number of jet records and some of the jet
records goes to the same destinations.

Verifying your code

Run your code against the test programs to verify it. To do this, you should make sure that JetRecord.java,
DestinationRecord.java, JetAgent.java and AssignmentFourTests.java are all in the same folder. To
compile with the test cases you will also need to add “skeleton” methods for each class before proceed-
ing.

Then, compile all of them together by typing

javac *.java

OR

javac JetRecord.java DestinationRecord.java JetAgent.java AssignmentFourTests.java

In Eclipse, you should make sure that all the files are inside the same folder.

Your code must compile with these test cases. If you are not able to do so, you should ask a TA or instructor
for help. After this, you may run the test program by typing

java AssignmentFourTests

As you are writing your code, you may want to test things immediately rather than waiting until you’ve
finished the assignment. In this case, a good thing to do is write the method headers and “skeleton methods”
with simple return expressions for the required methods. The test cases for the methods you have skeletons
of will still fail in most cases, but you’ll be able to run the test cases on the working ones.

What To Submit

JetRecord.java

DestinationRecord.java

JetAgent.java

Confession.txt (optional) In this file, you can tell the TA about any issues you ran into doing
this assignment. If you point out an error that you know occurs in your problem, it may lead
the TA to give you more partial credit. On the other hand, it also may lead the TA to notice
something that otherwise he or she would not.
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